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The work's title and inspiration comes from an Alice Oswald poem, 
'Cold Streak', from her collection Falling Awake, which, among other things, 
explores the relentlessness of time – ‘dazzling stubbornness of the sun keeping 
to its clock’ and the weightedness of hope and the lightness of patience. 
Falling and heaviness interplaying with lightness and the cold sunlit light are
resonances musically extemporized in the composition. 
The work is in one movement with a number of distinct sections - and is conceptually
seen as a concerto for the instrument.  After the opening exposition section  there 
are three distinct and charged rhythmic sections interspersed with more declamatory 
material.  The ﬁnal section moves into a coda that reprises opening elements. 
The ﬁxed media is a stereo electroacoustic soundscore generated from contrabass clarinet 
material (using Kyma 7) recorded in collaboration with Sarah Watts. The ﬁxed media is 
performed in sync with the contrabass as a computer playback.  An additional click track 
runs concurrently.  There are three ﬁxed media sections with start points. The ﬁxed media 
part is available from the composer.  
The work was premiered by Sarah Watts in the Sound Agendas Composers' Conference,
Sheﬃeld University, 29th April, 2018.
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